, the sign is changed in the right-hand side of (I) and the amplitudes e and e' are interchanged. The evolution caused by the light-shift pulse is described by the unitary time-evolution operator
where the light-shift pulse is linearly polarized at an angle P to the z axis and the phase difference is given in terms of the phases (3) (8) In conclusion we point out a close connection between this method and the classical hook method' for measuring oscillator strengths. In the hook method an interferometer is used to measure the optical phase-retardation angle @"produced by an atomic vapor of number density N and length l The phase r. etardations of the vapor and reference paths in the conventional hook method correspond to the 2J, + 1 atomic phase angles of (3). The hook phase shift is related to the atomic phase shifts of (3) by (F/h u) y"=W@, where the mean atomic phase shift is y=(2J. +1)-'g y(m).
The quantity M is the atomic column density (atoms per unit area) and the quantity F/hv is the photon column density (photons per unit area). In short, our method is basically an inverse hook method where we 
